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Abstract—In the literature, many studies on stability analysis of 

dc microgrid have been conducted. However, most of them mainly 
focus on small-signal stability. On the other hand, few works 
analyze large-signal stability, but the major part of these works is 
based on a single unit or a simple cascaded system as a case study. 
Different from those, this paper aims to address the large-signal 
stability analysis of a dc microgrid from a system-level perspective. 
First, the equivalent model of a droop-controlled dc microgrid is 
developed. Subsequently, the Lyapunov-based large-signal 
stability analysis and the stability criterion are derived, and mixed 
potential theory is used to make comparisons to verify the 
effectiveness of derived criterion. The equilibrium point stability 
for different operation stages was obtained by means of theoretical 
calculation. Further, the instabilities principle as well as their 
physical interpretation are revealed. In this work, the bus voltage 
is used as the only index to assess the microgrid power balance. 
Hence, the power load limit can be obtained by taking into 
consideration the stability and voltage deviation constraints. 
Finally, simulation and experimental results from a 4-converter dc 
microgrid system verify the feasibility of the proposed theoretical 
analysis. 
 

Index Terms—dc microgrids, large-signal stability, Lyapunov 
function, droop control. 
 

 INTRODUCTION 

S an effective way to seamlessly integrate and utilize 
distributed energy resources, dc microgrids have been 

extensively studied over the past 10 years [1], [2]. These have 
been used in so many fields, including the power grid, industry, 
greenhouse, traffic, etc. Although dc microgrids have many 
benefits, many drawbacks still exist [3]-[5]. Stability is a vital 
issue that cannot be ignored as its weak inertia and damping [6]-
[8]. Many studies about stability have been conducted through 
small-signal analysis (SSA) and large-signal analysis (LSA) 
[9]-[11].  

SSA is based on linearizing the nonlinear system around an 
equilibrium point, and the linearized system is then studied by 
linear analysis tools such as eigenvalue, Nyquist, and Routh 
stability criterion. It has been widely applied in a single unit, 
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including motors, inverters, and rectifiers, to improve 
parameter design in controllers [12], [13]. However, the main 
drawback of SSA is that its validity and effectiveness are 
limited to a tiny domain around an equilibrium point, without 
accurate indication of how large the tiny domain is. Moreover, 
the parameters designed by SSA are only accurate at a certain 
equilibrium point, but the equilibrium point is frequently 
changed as pulse power load operation and load switching. 

Large power disturbances in dc microgrids are inevitable 
such as loss of distributed sources, large load variations, and 
circuit faults [14], hence LSA is much necessary. LSA adopts 
nonlinear mathematical methods without linearization, whose 
complexity is determined by the order of the system, and the 
domain of which is much larger than that of SSA. Many studies 
have been done about LSA in recent years, but most of them 
focus on one unit or a cascaded system [15]-[18], thus not being 
appropriated for a system level. In this sense, [16] describes a 
dc microgrid as a cascaded system by a single source in 
connection with constant power load (CPL), and then optimizes 
parameter design based on double close loop control, not 
suitable for the multi-source parallel system. For instance, in 
[17], [18] a control parameter determination method for grid-
forming converters (GC) is proposed to stabilize the system 
under large-signal disturbances. The premise of this method is 
that the capacity of a single energy storage unit should be large 
enough since this approach can be only used for one voltage 
source [19].  

Further, in [16] LSA is used to estimate the domain of 
asymptotic stability of dc microgrids, but it mainly concentrates 
on the parameter design of the grid-connected inverter. On the 
other hand, usually, the capacity of the ac grid is large enough, 
hence it is commonly stable in grid-connected mode. Hence 
more efforts should be put into the studies on islanded dc 
microgrids modeling. This paper focuses on island dc 
microgrids stability modeling and analysis. With the scale-up 
of dc microgrids, more than one GC requires the parallel 
operation to provide enough capacity and redundancy. In this 
sense, droop controller is widely employed in many studies [19], 
[20], which allows circulating current reduction among 
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converters and can easily realize power-sharing and voltage 
regulation [21]-[23]. Thus, the single voltage-source model is 
no more appropriate for those multiple voltage-source converter 
systems. Most studies using single voltage-source models are 
engaged in optimizing PI controller parameters design [16]-[18]. 
However, a dc microgrid is a more complex system as shown 
in Fig.1, in which lots of converters coexist. Each of them has 
its own proportional and integral parameters, which are usually 
set by the designer and unknown to the users. Thus, it is not 
practical to figure out one parameters-set as the equivalent 
value, being then multi-GC parallel system taken into 
consideration in this paper. 

 
Many studies have illustrated that CPLs exhibit negative 

impedance characteristics, thus threatening the stable 
operations of dc microgrids. CPLs are commonly referred to 
those power electronic loads and motors with tight regulation, 
and so on. They present negative impedances to the dc bus 
within their control bandwidths and unfavorably interact with 
source converters [25], [26]. Considering CPLs have more 
negative influences than resistive load, the extremely worst 
situation that all loads are CPLs is studied in this paper, making 
dc microgrids a nonlinear system.  

Several methods can be used in LSA of nonlinear systems, 
including the Lyapunov direct method, Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy 
model method (TS), block diagonalized quadratic Lyapunov 
function (BDQLF), reverse trajectory tracking method, and 
mixed potential theory (MPT), but each of them has 
shortcomings. The Lyapunov direct method is the most widely 
used approach in estimating region of attraction [11], [20], [24], 
[27], although the derived stability criterion is commonly 
conservative. However, this drawback can be easily overcome 
in this work. The TS [28] and BDQLF [29] are derived from the 
Lyapunov direct method, which share the same problem of the 
conservative criterion. Additionally, the computational 
complexity of TS increases exponentially with the number of 
nonlinearities, making TS ill-suited for higher-order systems. 
The reverse trajectory tracking method [30] is a graphical 
approach and cannot be derived in an analytic form. MPT is 
another commonly utilized method in recent years [15], [16], 
[31], but its criterion is not as detail as that derived by the 
Lyapunov direct method in this work, and it is hard to rigidly 
prove the necessity of the second condition in studies. 
Therefore, the Lyapunov direct method is adopted in this paper, 

and conservatism-free is achieved mathematically. Besides, to 
illustrate the advantages of the Lyapunov direct method, MPT 
is employed in Section III to make comparisons. 

This paper is organized as follows.  Section II develops the 
system model according to the operation strategy with droop 
control. Section III establishes the Lyapunov function to 
analyze large-signal stability, then the sufficiency and necessity 
criterion is derived. To tell the advantages of the Lyapunov 
direct method, MPT is employed to make comparisons. In 
Section IV, the stability of equilibrium points in different stages 
is discussed, and its physical interpretation is clearly explained. 
Furthermore, the limit of power load is proposed in Section V 
within the constraints of stability and voltage deviation. 
Simulation and experimental results are provided in Section VI 
to enhance the correctness of the theoretical analysis. 
Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.  

 LARGE-SIGNAL MODEL OF DC MICROGRIDS  

A. Grid-Forming Converters Modeling 

Dc microgrids consist of distributed power sources, energy 
storage systems, and power loads, as shown in Fig. 1. With the 
scaling-up of dc microgrids, energy storage system requires 
more parallel-connected GCs to maintain power balance [32], 
[33]. Hence, droop control is widely employed. The voltage 
droop control can be implemented in a virtual-resistance way as 
following 
 rateu U ri  , (1) 

where Urate is the rated voltage, u is the bus voltage, i is the load 
current, and r is virtual resistance. According to (1), the external 
characteristic of droop control can be thought as the series 
connection of dc source and virtual resistance. 

 
Assuming n GCs parallel operation in a dc microgrid and 

each adopting drool control strategy, the control curve can be 
shown in Fig. 2, where nN= {1, 2, …, n}. Considering the 
requirement of insulation, devices operation, etc., the voltage 
deviation must be limited within a reasonable range. Besides, 
in order to avoid huge circulation caused by control deviations 
when parallel operation, only one GC (the master GC) can 
employ constant voltage strategy. Only if this GC fails to 
normal operation, one of the other GCs can adopt the constant 
voltage strategy in accordance with certain priorities. Therefore, 
the operation process can be divided into two stages as shown 
in Fig. 2. In the first stage, voltage deviation doesn’t reach any 
bound, so that all GCs adopt droop control. In the second stage, 
voltage deviation reaches upper or lower bound, thus one GC 
adopts constant voltage strategy and the others adopt constant 

 
Fig. 1.  Typical structure of dc microgrid and droop controller. (a) Typical
structure. (b) droop controller of kth GC. 

 
Fig. 2.  The schematic diagram of control strategy of multi-GC parallel 
operation 
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current strategy. For convenient expression, here define two 
types of operating points A and B, where A is determined by 
voltage/current limitations and B by the converter capacity. 
Taking kth GC as an example, [Ak1, Ak,2] is for droop control 
strategy, [Bk1, Ak,1] and [Ak2, Bk,2] are for constant voltage 
strategy. 

1). Modeling for the first stage. In the first stage, all GCs 
adopt droop control strategy. As shown in Fig. 1, the transient 
control model of kth GC can be expressed as 

 rate

1
( )k

k k

k

di
U u r i

dt L
   , (2) 

where ik is the output current of kth GC, Lk is the output side 
inductance in series with kth GC, and rk is the virtual resistance 
of kth GC. 

Assuming ieq as the output current of the entire energy 
storage system, it can be expressed as 

  eq rate

1 1

1n n

k

k k k

i i U u
r 

    . (3) 

Hence, the equivalent virtual resistance can be expressed as 

 eq

1

1
1

n

k k

r
r

  . (4) 

Considering the condition in design [23] 

 1 2

1 2

n

n

rr r

L L L
≈ ≈ ≈ , (5) 

then, we can obtain the equivalent current dynamics by 
combining (3)-(5), as 

  eq

rate eq

1 1 1

d 1 1 1

d

n n n

k k kk kk

i
U u i

L rt L  

     . (6) 

Thus, the equivalent inductance Leq can be approximately given 
by 

 eq

1

1
1

n

k k

L
L

  . (7) 

Then (6) can be reformulated as 

  eq

rate eq eq

eq

d 1

d

i
U u r i

t L
   . (8) 

Therefore, a multi-GC parallel operation storage system 
adopting drool control can be also equivalent to the series 
connection of dc source, virtual resistance, and filter inductance, 
as shown in Fig. 3(a).  

2). Modeling for the second stage. In the second stage, the kth 
GC operates in constant voltage mode, where the output current 
is determined by power load. Besides, the other GCs will work 
in constant current mode because the bus voltage is constant. 
Hence, the equivalent circuit can be modeled as the series 
connection of dc source and filter inductance, and then parallel 
connected to a controlled current source, as shown in Fig. 3(b). 
The total output current and power of the other GCs can be 
separately represented by ioth and Poth as 

 oth oth lim lim m

m k

P i U U i


    , (9) 

where Ulim is the limited value of voltage deviation. The other 
GCs operate as negative power load relative to the kth GC. 

B. Modeling for Equivalent Power Load 

In order to maximize the utilization of renewable energy, 
distributed sources mostly operate in maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT) mode, which show like the reverse power 
loads relative to the energy storage system. It is positive when 
power flows to energy storage system from distributed energy 
and symbolled by PDG. 

As aforesaid, the dc load in the dc microgrids exhibits 
constant power characteristics due to its power electronic 
converters with a tight feedback controller. From the 
perspective of the system, the dc load can be equivalent to the 
power load that varies with the usage behavior of electricity and 
expressed by Pload. 

Therefore, the distributed power source and the dc load can 
be equivalent to a bidirectional power load PL, expressed as 
 L load DGP P P  . (10) 

 

C. Equivalent Model of DC Microgrids 

Based on the above analysis, considering the capacitance 
parallel to the energy storage system, distributed energy, grid-
connected unit and dc bus, the normalized equivalent model of 
two stages of dc microgrids can be expressed as Fig. 3(c), where 
U the equivalent dc voltage source, r the equivalent virtual 
resistance, L the equivalent inductance, Pe the equivalent 
constant power load, and C the equivalent capacitance 
connected in parallel to the dc bus. Besides, uC is capacitance 
voltage, i.e., the bus voltage, iL is inductance current, i=P/uC is 
equivalent load current, and i=iL in the steady-state.  

It is easy to conclude that the means of variables in the first 
stage and second stage separately are 

 

rate lim

eq

keq

e L othe L

0
first stage   , second stage

U U U U

r r r

L LL L

P P PP P

 
   
   
    

. (11) 

 
Fig. 3.  The equivalent model of DC microgrid. (a) Equivalent circuit of the
first stage. (b) Equivalent circuit of the second stage.  (c) Normalized 
equivalent model of two stages. 
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 LARGE-SIGNAL STABILITY CRITERION 

The Lyapunov function is established in this section to 
analyze large-signal stability of dc microgrids, and MPT is 
employed to make comparisons with it.  The results show that 
the Lyapunov direct method is more suitable for this work.  

A. LSA Based on the Lyapunov Direct Method 

Assuming xe = [iLe, uCe]T as the equilibrium point of the 
system, and x=[iL, uC]T as variation, the mathematical 
model of dc microgrids can be derived as 

 

L
L C

C e
L C2

Ce

( ) 1
( )

( ) 1
( )

d i
r i u

dt L
d u P

i u
dt C u

    
     


.  (12) 

Its matrix form is 
   x J x , (13) 
where 

 
2

e C

1

1
xe

r L L

C P Cu

  
  
 

J . (14) 

According to the Lyapunov direct method, for a given 
nonlinear system, if a Lyapunov function V(x) is found to be a 
positive definite matrix and meanwhile its derivative is a 
negative definite matrix, then the system is of small-signal 
stability at the equilibrium point. In addition, when ||x||, 
V(x) is further satisfied, the system is believed large-signal 
stable. For the system built as (12)-(14), that x = [iL, uC]T is 
selected as state variables, and then the equation of state can be 
expressed as  
 ( )x Φ x  (15) 

and 

 ( )
( ) ( )


 


Φ x

Φ x x JΦ x
x

  , (16) 

where 

 L C1

L e C2

( )
( )

( )

U ri u L

i P u C




   
        

Φ x  . (17) 

The Lyapunov function can be constructed as 
 T T)( )) ( ( x Hx Φ x HV x Φ x  , (18) 

where H is positive definite, hence V(x) is also positive definite. 
The full derivative of V(x) for t is calculated as 
 T( ) () ) ( )(  V Qx Φ x x Φ x , (19) 

and 
 T( ]) [  J HQ HJx . (20) 

In order to ensure the progressive stability of the system 
under small disturbance, the negative definiteness of ( )V x must 

be guaranteed. Therefore, set Q(x)=I, then H can be derived as 

 
T 1

a b

b c

( )( )

2 ( )

h h det

h h Tr

  
    

I J JJ
H

J
, (21) 

where det(J) is the determinant of J, Tr(J) is the trace of J, and 
I is the unit matrix. The symbolic expression of H can be seen 
in the Appendix (1)-(3). 

To ensure positive definiteness of H, it should be satisfied 

 1 a

2

2 a c b

= 0

= 0

h

h h h

 

  

, (22) 

which means 

 
2

2

e

e C

C 0

0LP Cu

rP u

r




 

 


. (23) 

That is, under the condition of (23), the system is of small-
signal stability. 

To further verify the stability of system under large 
disturbance, H is rewritten as 

 a 0 a1 b

b c0 c1

h h h

h h h

 
   

H . (24) 

It can be seen from (22) and (24) that there is ha0hc0=hb
2 and 

min{ha0, ha1, hc0, hc1}0 existing simultaneously. Therefore, V(x) 
can be expressed as 

 
2 2

a 1 b 1 2 c 2

2 2 2

a 0 1 c0 2 a1 1 c1 2

2

( )

( ) h h h

h h h h

   

   

  

   

V x
. (25) 

Obviously, when ||x||, V(x) will be satisfied. This 
means, under the condition of (23), the system is of large-signal 
stability. 

B. Supplementary Explanation of Sufficiency and Necessity 

The shortcoming of the Lyapunov direct method is 
conservatism. In other words, it can only explain the sufficiency 
of (23) and cannot explain its necessity. Here, we give its 
necessity as follows. 

For the second-order system given by (14), the necessary and 
sufficient criterion for small-signal stability is 

 
Tr( ) 0

0





J

J

＜

＞
, (26) 

which can be simplified as 

 C

2

C

2

LP Cu r

rP u 



. (27) 

It is obvious that (27) is the transformation of (23), which means 
(23) is also the necessary and sufficient criterion for small-
signal stability. In addition, if a system is of large-signal 
stability, it must first be of small-signal stability. Hence formula 
(23) is the both necessary and sufficient criterion for large-
signal stability. The second sub-formula of (23) can be also 
derived by MPT, but the first one cannot. The detailed 
comparisons are shown in the following content. 

C. Comparisons with MPT 

From the law of MPT [30] (detailed in Appendix (4)-(9)), the 
mixed potential function in this work can be constructed as 

    2

rate
0

1
,

2

Cu
e

L C L C L C

C

P
P i u ri du i U u

u
     , (28) 

where

       2

rate
0

1
, , ,

2

Cu
e

L C C L C

C

L

P
ri u du iA v i U u

u
i B       , 

and        2 2

2 2 2
,  L

ii vv

C e
C

L C C

A i B u P
r u

i u
A i B

u

  
   

 
. 
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Defining 1 the minimum eigenvalue of matrix L-1/2Aii(iL) L1/2, 
2 the minimum eigenvalue of matrix C-1/2Bvv(uC) C1/2, 1 and 
2 can be calculated as 

 1 2 2
, e

C

Pr

L Cu
 


  . (29) 

To make system stable, it should firstly satisfy  

 1 2 2

2

e C 0 0e

C

Pr

L C
L u r

u
P C       , (30) 

which is the same as the second sub-formula of (23). Secondly, 
it should simultaneously satisfy when |iL|+|uC|, P*(iL, 
uC). In this work, P*(iL, uC) is expressed as 

   

 

* 2

rate2
0

2

2

1 1
, +

2 2

1 1

2 2

Cu
e e

L C L C L C

C C

e
L C L

C

P Pr
P i u ri du i U u

L Cu u

P
ri U u i

L C u

  
      

  

 
      

 


. 

When |iL|+|uC|, P*(iL, uC) can be simplified as 

  
2 2

* 1
, +

2 2 4
L

L C L C

i r r
P i u i u

C L L


 
  

  
. (31) 

It not easy to rigidly judge P*(iL, uC) . 
Hence, compared with the Lyapunov direct method, MPT is 

more difficult when using in this work, and the criterion is not 
as comprehensive as (23) because it cannot derive the first sub-
formula of (23), but the first one is necessary illustrated as (47). 
Therefore, (23) is taken as the stability criterion in this work. 
The comparisons are listed in Table I. 

 

 STABILITY ANALYSIS AND PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION  

The studied system is of large-signal stability under the 
condition of (23), but more than one equilibrium point exists in 
mathematical solutions, as shown in Fig. 4. Due to the droop 
control characteristics, the output current of the energy storage 
system is a linear function of the bus voltage, whose slope is r 
and the intercept is Urate, as shown by the straight line. The 
equivalent CPLs can be positive or negative, and the load 
current is inversely proportional to the bus voltage. If the 
equivalent CPLs are positive, the power curve and the droop 
control curve will intersect in the first quadrant. Otherwise, if 
the equivalent power load is negative, the two curves will 
intersect in the second and fourth quadrants. However, since the 
bus voltage cannot be negative, the intersection of the fourth 
quadrant will be ignored. Thus, only the stability of the upper 
half-plane equilibrium points (i.e., a, b, c, d, e shown in Fig. 4) 
will be discussed. 
The equilibrium points of the system can be derived as 

 
   
   

e1 Le1 Ce1 e Ce1

e2 Le2 Ce2 e Ce2

( ) 2

( ) 2

i u P u U w

i u P u U w

   


  

x

x
, (32) 

where 

 
2

e

2

e max

4

(4 )

U rP

P U r P

w 

 

 



. (33) 

It can be easily known from the derivation process that a, b, c, 
and dxe1, whereas exe2. 

For the convenience of analysis, formula (24) is rewritten as   

 2 2

e C( )P r C L u r   (34) 

and 

 C

2

eP u r . (35) 

That is, if the system is to maintain the large-signal stability, it 
must satisfy both (30) and (31) simultaneously. 

 
From (34) and (35), it is obvious when Pe<0, the system is 

always in a stable state, which means points a and b are always 
in the stable state. On the other hand, when Pe > 0, the stability 
of the system cannot be directly seen. From Section II, in the 
second stage, r is infinitely close to 0. However, in a practical 
microgrid system, considering the resistance of lines and other 
devices, r will not completely be zero. Besides, c and dxe1, 
thus the stability constraint of point d should be consistent with 
c. Thus, only stability of point c and e will be analyzed below.  

A.  Stability Analysis of Point c 

From (30) and (31), it can be seen when L<r2C, xe1 only needs 
to satisfy (35). Substituting xe1 into (35) and making 
simplification, it can be derived as 

 2

rate 0w U w  . (36) 

Obviously, under the condition of (29), (36) is always satisfied. 
That is, when L<r2C, for Pe<Pmax, the system is always stable.  

On the other hand, when L>r2C, xe1 only needs to satisfy (34). 
Substituting xe1 into (30), it can be simplified as 

 2 2

e raterate
(2 2 ) ( )L r C rC P U U w    . (37) 

If the equivalent CPLs satisfy 

 
2

e max2

2r C
P P

L r C
 


, (38) 

then (37) will always be satisfied. Otherwise, Pe needs to satisfy 

 
2 2

max e max2 2 2

2 2 2r C r C L
P P P

L r C L r C L r C
    

  
. (39) 

Particularly, it is easy to prove that 
 22 ( ) 1L L r C  . (40) 

TABLE I 
COMPARISONS BETWEEN TWO METHODS 

Compared items MPT 
Lyapunov direct 

method 

Criterion 2

e C 0LP Cu r   

2
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e

C 0

0

u

LP r

r

Cu

P











, 

more comprehensive 
Derivation process Not rigid Perfectly rigid 

 
Fig. 4.  The distribution of DC microgrid equilibrium points. 
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Hence, the inequality relationship of (39) is correctly 
established.  

In summary, when L>r2C, the system is of large-signal 
stability under the condition of  

  22 2

e max max4P r CL L r C P P    . (41) 

B.  Stability Analysis of Point e 

When L<r2C, xe2 only needs to satisfy (35). Substitute xe2 into 
(35) and it can be simplified as 
  rate 0w w U  . (42) 

Obviously, for Pe >0, formula (42) would never be satisfied. 
 On the other hand, when L>r2C, xe2 can automatically satisfy 

(34). However, for Pe >0, formula (42) would never be 
satisfied. Hence, the system is unstable at point e. 

C.  Physical Interpretation of Equilibrium Points 

To summarize above analysis, equilibrium points of dc 
microgrids can be divided into three types, shown as Fig. 5, 
where point a and b are classified into the first type, point c and 
d are classified into the second type, and point e is classified 
into the third type. 

1). The first type. The equilibrium point in Fig. 5(a) shows 
the characteristics of Pe <0. Assuming the system is in steady-
state at this point, if any disturbance occurs at the same time, 
the bus voltage will have a disturbance increment. If the 
increment is negative, the current from negative power load to 
the dc bus will increase according to the power curve but is 
simultaneously larger than the current needed by droop control, 
that is i-iL<0. At this time, the extra current will flow into the 
parallel capacitor causing the bus voltage to rise. Otherwise, if 
the increment is positive, the physical process will be similar. 
Hence, the system is of large-signal stability when operating at 
points of this type. From Fig. 5(a), mathematical description of 
the first type can be derived as 

 L
Le

C C

0 , 0
di di

i
du du

   . (43) 

2). The second type. The equilibrium point in Fig. 5(b) shows 
the characteristics of Pe >0. Assuming the system is in steady-
state at this point, and if any disturbance occurs at this time, the 
bus voltage will have a disturbance increment. If the increment 
is negative, the needed load current will increase but is still 
smaller than the output current by droop control, that is i-iL<0, 
the extra current will flow into parallel capacitor bringing about 
the rise of the bus voltage. Otherwise, if the increment is 
positive, the physical process will be similar. Hence, the system 
is of large-signal stability when operating at points of this type. 
From Fig. 5(b), mathematical description of the second type can 
be derived as 

 L
Le

C C

0, 0
di di

i
du du

   . (44)  

3). The third type. The equilibrium point in Fig. 5(c) is not of 
large-signal stability, analyzed as follows. Assuming the system 
is in steady-state at this point, and if any disturbance occurs at 
this time, the bus voltage will have a disturbance increment. If 
the increment is negative, the needed load current will increase 

and is unfortunately larger than the output current by droop 
control, that is i-iL>0. The capacitor will discharge to make up 
the discrepancy leading to a further decline of the bus voltage. 
Otherwise, if the increment is positive, the physical process will 
be similar. Hence, the system is not of large-signal stability 
when operating at points of this type. The mathematical 
description of the second type can be derived as 

 L
Le

C C

0, 0
didi

i
du du

   . (45) 

4). Summary. Through the analysis of the above physical 
process, it can be found that the essence of the first and second 
type is that the polarity of bus voltage change is opposite to the 
polarity of the current change flowing into the capacitor. In 
other words, the control process can make up the bus voltage 
disturbance increment, as shown in Fig. 5(d). Thus, the 
mathematical model can be expressed as 
  C L 0u i i      , (46) 

which can be rewritten as 

 2L
e C

C C

0
di di

rP u
du du

    . (47) 

It is consistent with (43) and (44). 
The above analysis figures out the necessary criterion of 

stability from the aspects of control process and physical 
meaning, but is not of sufficiency. The effect of the physical 
parameters such as L and C of the system itself on stability 
should still be considered, so that the second sub-formula in (23) 
should be also satisfied. 

 

   STABILITY DOMAIN OF POWER LOAD LIMIT  

As analyzed in Section IV, the reason for system instability 
under different parameters is that the equivalent constant power 
load Pe is greater than the maximum load power allowed by the 
system under a certain circumstance. In this sense, it is 
necessary to calculate the power load limit that the system can 
carry under different conditions, which is also meaningful in dc 
microgrids’ energy management.  

A.  Theoretical Analysis of Power Limit 

Considering the circumstance that Pe > 0, the maximum 

 
Fig. 5.  The schematic diagram of physical interpretation of large signal 
stability. (a) The first type. (b) The second type. (c) The third type. (d) The
physical process of stability. 
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power load Plim1 that the system can carry under different 
parameter groups can be calculated as 

 
max 0

lim1
max 0

0

   

   

/

P r r
P

P r r

r L C

 
  

 

. (48) 

That is, under different parameter groups, the stability criterion 
is Pe<Plim1. Therefore, once the L, C, and r parameters are fixed, 
the value of Pe directly determines the stability of the system 
under stability constraint.  

It can be seen from (48), when r>r0, Plim1 monotonically 
decreases as r increases; when r<r0, the trend of Plim1 with r 
cannot be visually seen. Hence, defining 

 
 

2 2

22

4
( )

4

r CL U
r

rL r C
  


, (49) 

the first derivative of (49) is 

 
 

2 2

2 22

3
( )

CLU L r C
r

L r CL r C


  


 . (50) 

It can be seen that Plim1 gets the maximum value when 

0 3r r . Defining the maximum point as T (rT, PT), where 

T 0= 3r r , stability margin MP can be defined as  

  T e TPM P P P  . (51) 

Furthermore, the nonlinear region [Bk,1, Ak,1] is constant 
stable region, but [Ak,2, Bk,2] is unstable region under ideal 
conditions. Hence, the system should not operate in the 
nonlinear region as much as possible. Taking the first quadrant 
as an example, for a certain r, the bus voltage gradually 
decreases as Pe increases. Assuming the allowed voltage 
deviation range is [1Urate, 2Urate], then the allowed maximum 
power load is 

 2

lim2 rate= (1 ) , 1,2i iP U r i   , (52) 

where,1, 2 are the upper and lower deviation limits of the bus 
voltage separately, and CPLs must satisfy Pe<|Plim2|.  

Hence, the power limit Plim constrained by large-signal 
stability and voltage deviation should be the smaller one 
between Plim1 and |Plim2|, that is 

  lim1 lim2 = ,  limP min P P . (53) 

 

B.  Case Study 

A study case is conducted to illustrate the power limit 
calculation, where parameters are set in Table II, and 
constraints are calculated in Table III. Fig. 6 shows the 
simulation results of C being set as 25 mF. Assuming the 
intersection point of curve Plim2 and curve Plim1 is Q (rQ, PQ), it 
can be seen  

 
lim2 e

lim lim1 Q e

lim2 Q e

, 0

,   0

,   0

P P

P P r r and P

P r r and P

 


  
  

, (54) 

where Plim is shown as the pink area in Fig. 6. 

 
 

 
1). Under the condition of L<r2C. Fig. 7 shows the 

waveforms of C=25mF (L<r2C). It can be seen from Fig.7(a) 
that, when Pe<0 the system can converge stably. The waveform 
of xe1 when Pe>0 is shown in Fig. 7(b). Where it can be seen if 

 
Fig. 6.  Feasible domain of CPL with stability and voltage deviation
constraints. 

TABLE II 
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION 

Symbol Description Value 

Urate rated voltage 200 V 
1, 2 lower and upper limits of voltage deviation 0.9, 1.1 p.u. 

r equivalent virtual resistance 0.048 
L equivalent output inductance  0.05mH 
C equivalent capacitance  25mF, 6mF 

TABLE III 
PARAMETERS CONSTRAINS FOR SIMULATION  

Condition C Plim1 Plim2 rQ 

L<r2C 25mF 0.21MW 0.07MW, as Pe>0 
-0.09MW, as Pe<0 

0.015 
L>r2C 6mF 0.14MW 0.031 

 
Fig. 7.  Simulation waveforms under the condition of L<r2C. (a) Simulation 
waveforms when Pe<0. (b) Simulation waveforms when Pe>0. 
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Pe<Plim1, the system can converge steadily. However, the 
convergence speed will be gradually slowed down as Pe 
increases. To be emphasized, when Pe=0.22MW>Plim1, the 
system cannot converge any more.  

From Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), it also can be concluded that, 
when Pe<|Plim2|, dc voltage can satisfy deviation requirements, 
otherwise it cannot. Specifically, when Pe= -0.10MW <Plim2 in 
Fig. 7(a), the dc voltage will be larger than 220V; when Pe= 
0.10MW>Plim2 in Fig. 8(b), the voltage will be lower than 180V. 
The characteristics shown in Figs.7(a) and (b) are consistent 
with the theoretical analysis. 

2). Under the condition of L>r2C. A case under the condition 
of L>r2C is also conducted as shown in Fig. 8, where the 
capacitance parameter is modified to 6mF, the other parameters 
remain unchanged. 

The waveforms of Pe<0 are shown in Fig. 8(a), and the 
system can converge stably. The waveforms of Pe>0 are shown 
in Fig. 8(b), where the system can converge stably when 
Pe<Plim1. Whereas the system cannot converge when Pe>Plim1. 
Specifically, when Pe= -0.10MW <Plim2 in Fig. 8(a), dc voltage 
will be larger than 220V; when Pe>Plim2 (Pe= 0.08MW and Pe= 
0.12MW) in Fig. 8(b), dc voltage will be lower than 180V, 
although the system is stable; when Pe= 0.16MW>Plim1, the 
system cannot converge stably. These results are consistent 
with theoretical analysis. 

 

 SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

From the analysis of Section IV, point a and b are always 
stable, point e is always unstable, and the stability of points c 
and d are influenced by system parameters, stability boundary 
of them are shown in (49). Considering the requirements of 

voltage derivation, the power boundary will be changed to be 
(53). Both boundaries will be verified separately in this part. 

An experimental islanded dc microgrid setup, shown in Fig. 
9(a) and (b), was used to verify the power load limits under 
large-signal stability and voltage deviation constraints. The 
setup consists of a dc source, four parallel-connected DC/DC 
converters (GCs), LC filters, electronic loads (CPLs), and 
dSPACE controller as well as its monitoring platform. The 
experimental parameters are shown in Table IV, and the power 
load limit in the experimental study-cases is analyzed as shown 
in Fig.9(c) and listed in Table V. Besides, simulations with the 
same structure and parameters are conducted to make 
comparisons, as shown in Tables VI and VII. From (41), the 
power load limits may be influenced by parasitic parameters of 
the experimental setup. But there is no obvious difference 
between simulation and experimental results, because the 
parasitic parameters are small enough compared to LC filter. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Simulation waveforms under the condition of L>r2C. (a) Simulation
waveforms when Pe<0. (b) Simulation waveforms when Pe>0. 

 
Fig. 9.  Experimental platform and cases analysis. (a) Experimental setup in 
AAU-MG research laboratory. (b)Circuit diagram of testing setup. (c)   
Power limit analysis of experimental cases. 

TABLE IV 
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS FOR EXPERIMENT 

Converters Parameters 
Equivalent 
Parameters 

GC1 r1=2, L4=2.2mH 
case1:C1=0.1mF 

r=0.67 case2:C1=0.6mF 

GC2 r2=2, L4=2.3mH 
case1:C2=0.1mF 

L=0.54mH 
case2:C2=0.6mF 

GC3 r3=4, L4=2.2mH case1:C3=0.1mF 
case1:C=0.5mF 

case2:C3=0.6mF 

GC4 r4=4, L4=2.0mH 
case1:C4=0.2mF 

case2:C=2.5mF 
case2:C4=0.7mF 

 TABLE V 
PARAMETERS CONSTRAINS FOR EXPERIMENT 

Conditions Plim1 Plim2 rQ Voltage 

case1: L>r2C 3.10kW 1.35kW 0.35 Urate=100V 

case2: L<r2C 3.75kW 1.35kW 0.16 
1=0.9p.u. 
2=1.1p.u. 
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A. Case1: Verification for L>r2C. 

Fig. 10 shows the waveforms of simulation and experimental 
verifications, where equivalent capacitance value fixed at 
C=0.5mF, and the parameters Plim1, Plim2, and rQ calculated as 
shown in Table V, where r>rQ. The simulation results are 
shown in Figs. 10(a), (b), and (c), where 1kW, 1.5kW, 2.5kW 
and 3.3 kW CPLs are connected to the dc microgrid at t=0.025s, 
t=0.05s, t=0.075s, and t=0.1s respectively. The dc voltage 
during different time stages is listed in Table VI. It can be seen 
that, when Pe<Plim2, the bus voltage can satisfy both constraints; 
when Plim2<Pe<Plim1, the bus voltage can only satisfy stability 
constraint; when Plim1<Pe, the system is unstable. 

In experimental verification, the same loads as those in 
simulation are connected to the dc microgrid at t=T1, t=T2, t=T3, 
and t=T4 respectively, and the experimental waveforms are 
shown in Figs. 10(d), (e), and (f). The detailed information is 
also listed in Table VI, and the same conclusions as those in 
simulation results can be concluded. The difference is that at 
t=T4 because CPLs are larger than the power limit Plim1, the 
system becomes divergent, resulting in the huge transient 
current triggering protections, and then the current turns zero, 
and bus voltage goes back to its nominal value.  

 

TABLE VI 
VERIFICATION RESULTS OF CASE 1 

Time stages Load conditions Voltage states 

0.025s~0.05s 
(T1~T2) 

1.0kW< Plim2 Stable, and uC>90V. 

0.05s~0.075s 
(T2~T3) 

Plim2<1.5kW< Plim1 Stable, but uC<90V. 

0.75s~0.1s 
(T3~T4) 

Plim2<2.5kW< Plim1 Stable, but uC<90V. 

0.1s~0.15s 
(T4~ ) 

Plim1<3.3kW Not stable. 

TABLE VII 
VERIFICATION RESULTS OF CASE 2 

Time stages Load conditions Voltage states 

0.025s~0.05s 
(T5~T6) 

1.0kW< Plim2 Stable, and uC>90V. 

0.05s~0.075s 
(T6~T7) 

Plim2<1.5kW< Plim1 Stable, but uC<90V. 

0.75s~0.1s 
(T7~T8) 

Plim2<2.5kW< Plim1 Stable, but uC<90V. 

0.1s~0.125s 
(T8~T9) 

Plim2<3.5kW< Plim1 Stable, but uC<90V 

0.125s~0.16s 
(T9~ ) 

Plim1<3.8kW Not stable. 

Fig. 10.  Simulation and experimental waveforms under the condition of L>r2C. (a)Simulation waveforms of power load and its reference. (b) Simulation
waveforms of current of load. (c) Simulation waveforms of dc bus voltage. (d) Experimental waveforms of power load and its reference. (e) Experimental
waveforms of current of load. (f) Experimental waveforms of dc bus voltage. 
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B. Case2: Verification for L<r2C. 

In this case, the equivalent capacitance value is fixed at 
C=2.5mF to satisfy L<r2C, and constraints are calculated in 
Table V, where r>rQ. The simulation results are shown in Figs. 
11(a), (b), and (c), where 1kW, 1.5kW, 2.5kW, 3.5kW and 3.8 
kW CPLs are connected to the dc microgrid at t=0.025s, t=0.05s, 
t=0.075s, t=0.1s, and t=0.125s respectively. The dc voltage 
during different time stages is listed in Table VII. It can be seen 
that, when Pe<Plim2, the bus voltage can satisfy both constraints; 
when Plim2<Pe<Plim1, the bus voltage can only satisfy stability 
constraint; when Plim1<Pe, the system is unstable. 

In experimental verification, the same loads as those in 
simulation are connected to the dc microgrid at t=T5, t=T6, t=T7, 
t=T8, and t=T9 respectively, and the experimental waveforms 
are shown in Figs. 11(d), (e), and (f). The detailed information 
is also listed in Table VII, and the same conclusions as those in 
simulation results can be concluded. The difference is that, at 
t=T9, the system becomes divergent and the huge transient 
current triggers protections, leading to the consequences of 
current turning to be zero and bus voltage going back to its 
nominal value.  

Summing up, we can observe that the experimental results 
are consistent with the theoretical analysis previously done. 

 

 CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a large-signal stability analysis from the 
system-level perspective. Firstly, the normalized equivalent 
model of a droop-controlled dc microgrid under different 
operation stages with multiple parallel-connected GCs is 
proposed. Then, the model is used for the large-signal stability 
analysis purpose by using the Lyapunov direct method, and the 
stability criterion is derived mathematically achieving 
conservatism-free. Besides, MPT method is used to make 
comparisons with the Lyapunov direct method to enhance the 
advantages of the latter. Based on the derived criterion, stability 

of equilibrium points is discussed and its physical interpretation 
is firstly explored. Finally, the power load limit is calculated 
within both constraints of stability and voltage deviations. The 
load limit calculation is proposing to be expanded in the future 
of energy management systems. However, there are still some 
shortages in this paper, that the stability criterion is only 
suitable for a dc microgrid adopting droop control or voltage 
constant strategy, and all GCs must be centrally arranged. 

APPENDIX 

The symbolic expression of H can be expressed as 

Fig. 11.  Simulation and experimental waveforms under the condition of L<r2C. (a)Simulation waveforms of power load and its reference. (b) Simulation waveforms 
of current of load. (c) Simulation waveforms of dc bus voltage. (d) Experimental waveforms of power load and its reference. (e) Experimental waveforms of current 
of load. (f) Experimental waveforms of dc bus voltage. 
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The principle of MPT is detailed as follows. For a nonlinear 

circuit, its mixed potential function can be constructed as 
        , ,P i v A i B v i v      , (4) 

where i is the inductor current, u is the capacitor voltage, A(i) 
represents the current potential function, B(v) represents the 
voltage potential function,  represents the constant matrix 
associated with the structure, and  is a constant vector. Besides, 
it should satisfy 
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which can be used to verify the correctness of energy function. 
To illustrate the stability analysis process, several variables 

need to be defined as 
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Besides, let 1 represent the minimum eigenvalue of matrix L-

1/2Aii(i) L1/2, and 2 represent the minimum eigenvalue of matrix 
C-1/2Bvv(v) C1/2, where L and C are inductance matrix and 
capacitor matrix, respectively. 

If a system is stable it should satisfy the following two 
conditions. The first one is 
 1 2 0   . (7) 

The second one is, when i v   , 
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Then, the system is large-signal stable, and all solution circuit 
will tend to the steady-state value.  

In this work, the mixed potential function can be constructed 
as  
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, (9) 

and detailed employment process is illustrated in Section III. 
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